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A grammar is nonterminal bounded, with bound S if each of its sentential forms 
contains at most k nonterminals. In case k = 1, the grammar is called linear. For 
several types of graph grammars it can be shown that every nonterminal bounded 
graph grammar can be simulated by a linear graph grammar [1,2]. Intuitively, this 
is due to the fact that one nonterminal can control all neighbour nodes of bc 
nonterminals (by the use of appropriate dges to these nodes). In this note we show 
that this result does not hold for the NLC graph grammars of [3]: the class of linear 
NLC graph languages is properly included in the class of nonterminal bounded 
NLC graph languages. The same is true for the more general NCE graph grammars 
of [4] (called l-NCE there). It is proved in [4] that the classes of NLC and NCE 
graph languages are the same. We show that this proof makes essential use of an 
unbounded number of nonterminals: there is a linear NCE graph language that 
cannot be generated by any nonterminal bounded NLC grammar. This implies that 
the classes of linear NLC and NCE languages are not the same (and similarly for 
the nonterminal bounded classes), cf. Fig. 6. 
We consider undirected node-labelled graphs, with no multiple edges and no 
loops. Formally, a graph is a system (V, E, 2, cp) where V is the set of nodes, E is 
the set of edges (E is a symmetric irreflexive binary relation on V), C is the node 
label alphabet, and 4p : V+ 2 is the labelling function. The set of all graphs with 
node label alphabet C is denoted GR(Z). The components of a given graph W will 
be denoted by V’, En, &, and QH, respectively. For XE Z, denotes a graph 
consisting of one node, labelled X, and no edges. 
An NCE graph grammar (where NCE stands for “neighbourhood controlled 
embedding”) is a system G = (2, A, I?, S), where C is an alphabet, c_ C is the 
terminal alphabet (and C - A is the nonterminal alphabet),. is a finite set of 
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productions, and SE C -A is the intial nonterminal. A production w E P is of the 
form m = (X, 0, B) where X E C - A is the left-hand side of q, D E G is the 
right-hand side of m, and B 5 V’ x C is the embedding relation of v. 
An ATLC graph grammar (where NLC stands for “node-label controlled”) is an 
NCE graph grammar G = (2, A, P, S) for which there is a relation C E C x 2, called 
the connection relation, such that, for ev@~ ,‘_ w-J pxxkitiion (X, D, Bj of G, B = 
{(x, a) E V, x C I(Q&), a) E C}. Thus, the e ions depend on node 
labels only, and they are “the same” for all productions. 
A production ?r = (X, D, B) of an NCE grammar G = (2, A, P, S) is applied to a 
node t) of a graph H E GR(Z), with (pH( u) = X, as follows. First u is removed from 
H, together with ail edges incident with u. Then D (or, more precisely, an isomorphic 
copy of D, disjoint with H) is added to the remainder of H. Finally, edges are 
established between odes of D and former neighbours of u in H, according to B: 
forxEV’andyEI+ {u}, an edge is added between x and y if there was an edge 
between u and y in H and (x, am) is in B. This results in a graph H’E GR(Z); 
notation: H dqrr) H’ or just H* H’. The language generated by G is L(G) = 
{H E CR(A) IS a* H}. A graph H E CR(Z) such that S =+* H will be called a 
sentential form of G. 
The class of all graph languages generated by NCE (NLC) graph grammars is 
denoted NCE (NLC respectively). It is shown in [4] that NCE = NLC. 
An NCE graph grammar is nonterminal bounde4 with bound k, if each of its 
sentential forms contains at most k nonterminal nodes. A production of an NCE 
graph grammar is linear if its right-hand side contains at most one nonterminal 
node. An NCE graph grammar is linear if all its productions are linear. The class 
of’ all graph languages generated by a nonterminal bounded NCE (NLC) grammar 
(for some k) is denoted NB-NCE (NB-NLC). The class of languages generated by 
linear NCE (NLC) grammars is denoted LIN-NCE (LIN-NLC). Our first result is 
that nonterminal bounded graph grammars cannot always be simulated by linear 
graph grammars, hown for both NCE and NLC graph grammars in one stroke. 
eorem 1. I”?rere is a graph language in NB-NLC that is not in LIN-NCE. 
Consider the NLC grammar 6, = (C,, A, P,, S,) with & = {X, Y, a}, A = {a}, 
and PI = WC Q 9 41, (X, Q, 41, ( Y, Q, W, ( K 4 &k where DI, 02, 
and D3 are drawn in Fig. 1 and A is the empty graph (with no nodes and no edges); 
.=oreover, the connection relation is C = {(a, a)}, and Bi is the corresponding 
embedding relation, as in the definition of an NLC grammar. Clearly, G, is nonter- 
minal bounded, with bound 2. L(G,) consists of “stars” with three “arms”, each 
arm of arbitrary length. We will show that L( G,) e LIN-NCE. Suppose, to the 
contrary, that L( G,) = L(G) for some linear NCE grammar G = (Z, {a}, P, 5). We 
may assume that P contains no &productions, i.e., productions with right-hand 
side A; they can be removed the same way as for context-free (string) g-r_;nmars. 
may also assume that contains no chain productions, i.e., reductions 
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(X, D, B) of which D consists of one node, say y, labelled by a nonterminal, say 
Y. In fact, since L( G,) contains connected graphs only (and P has no A-productions), 
B it 0 and so B = {(y, Q)} for such a chain production; this means that Y just inherits 
all edges from X. Hence, as can easily be seen, chain productions can be removed 
in the same way as for context-free (string) grammars. 
Let n > 9. max, where max is the maximal number of nodes in the right-hand 
side of a production of G, and consider the graph H E L( G,) with three arms of 
length n, as shown in Fig. 2. Let m denote the “middle” node, let ul,. . . , u, be the 
nodes in one arm (counted from 111 outwards), and similarly for the nodes Q, . . . , tin 
and w,,..., w,, in the other two arms. Consider the following derivation of H in 6: 
Ho= S and H, = H. Let Di be the set of nodes of H generated by wi. In a 
natural and obvious way Di is a set of nodes of Hi for j 3 i (and of the right-hand 
side of qi), modulo isomorphisms. Note that Di is nonempty. :Let, furthermore, Bi 
be the embedding relation of vi for 1 s is r. 
First it is shown that ul, u, , and w1 are generated not more than four steps earlier 
or later than m. This is done by proving that, in general, if (yl, y2) E &, y1 E D,, 
and y2 E Dt for some 1 s s =S ts r, then t - s s 4. Assume that, to the contrary, f - s > 4. 
It is easily seen that y1 has to be connected to ;rei in Hi for all s ~j s t - 1: otherwise 
it cannot get connected to y2. Furthermore, for every 1 s i s r there is a node zi E Di 
such that Zi is connected in H to a node Zi e Di, by the connectedness of H. If zi E L)i 
with j c i (j > i), then we say that Zi is incident with an earlier edge (later edge 
a a a 
. . . 
a 
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Fig. 2. 
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respectively). We are here only interested in Zs+i 
follows that we now have the situation sketched in 
are two cases: 
for lsis4. om s+4<t it 
Fig. 3. For each 1 s is 4 there 
Case I: If z~+~ is incident ith an earlier edge, then (Zs+i, a) E Bs+i. But, as noted 
above, y1 is connected to xj for all s +js t - 1, which means in particular that y1 
is connected to Xs+i-l* These two things together show that Zs+i has to get connected 
to YP 
Case 2: If zs+i s incident with a later edge, thea it has to be connected to Xs+i* 
But we know that y, is also connected to Xs+is Hence any node generated irectly 
or indirectly from Xs+i that gets connected to y, automatically gets connected to Zs+i 
too. This shows that Zs+i has to get connected to y2. 
From these two cases it follows that Zs+i is connected to yI or y2 for all 1~ i s 4. 
This, and the fact that y, and y2 are connected to each other, implies that the sum 
of the degrees of y1 and y2 is at least 6, a contradiction. So, as m is connected to 
Mu, u19 and w1 in H, this proves that uI, ul, and w1 are generated at most four steps 
earlier or later than m. 
Let now s be such that m E O,, 1 s s s r. There can be at most !&max u-nodes 
that are generated at most four steps earlier or later than wr. Hence at least one 
u-node is generated outside D, for all s - 4 s t s s +4,l G t s r. Let i be the smallest 
integer such that Ui has that property. Let Oj and wk be the o-node and w-irode with 
the analogous property (1 s & j, k s n). From the consi.ferations above it follv*vs 
that & j, k 2 2. This means that ui-1 isinD,forsomes-4<t<s+4,ldtsr,and 
the same holds for Oj-1 and w&_~. There are now two cases: 
Case 1: At least two out of Ui, Uj, and w&, say Ui and Vj (the other choices are 
symmetric), are generated irectly or indirectly by x~+~ (with s +4 s r - 1). As 
t”i-l 9 Ui) and (Vj-1, t+) are edges in H, Ui-1 and ~)j_~ have to be connected to x*+~. 
It is now not difficult to see that ui-1 also gets connected to vj (and Dj-1 to ui), a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: At least two out of Ui, vj, and wk, say again ui and vi, are not generated 
directly or indirectly by X,-S (with s -5 3 1). As (tci-1 9 ui) and (Vj-1, oj) are edges 
in W, Ui and Vj have to be connected to xs_5. Again, vj gets connected to ui-1 (and 
ui to Vj-,), a contradiction. 
This proves the theorem. In the proof it was essential that the graphs in L(G,) 
have one node label on y. Let L be the graph language, similar to L(G,), of all 
. . . 
D, 0 Sal 0 s+2 0 s+3 D s+4 Dt 
Fig. 3. 
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ree arms such that the arms are labelled differently. It is not difficult 
to see that LE LIN-NLC. El 
Our second result is that NCE grammars cannot be simulated by NLC mmars 
unless an unbounded number of nonterminal nodes is used. 
rem 2. 7here is u gruph langwge in LIN-NCE &of is not in NB-NLC. 
a 
Fig. 4. 
Pm& Let L be the language of all graphs consisting of a chain of an even number 
elled nodes, together with one a-labelled node that is connected with all 
odd-numbered b-labelled nodes. An example of such a graph is given in Fig. 4. L 
is generated by the LIN-NCE grammar G2 = (C,, A, &, SJ with _cZ = {X, Y, a, 6}, 
A = {a, b}, Ss = X, and P2 = {(X, D, , @), ( Y, Dz, B), ( Y, A, fl)}, where D, and Dz are 
drawn in Fig. 5, B = {(u, a), (u, b), (v, a)}, and u and v are the first and third node 
of Dz respectively (from left to right, as drawn in Fig. 5). It should be clear that 
L= L(G,), an ence P, E LIN-NCE. We now prove that L e NB-NLC. Suppo *e, to 
the contrary, at L = L(G) for some nonterminal bounded NLC grammar G = 
(2, A, P, S) with connection relation C. Note first that, in the derivation of a 
sufficiently large graph of L(G), at least one edge between b-labelled nodes must 
be established by an embedding relation, and hence (b, 6) E C To obtain the desired 
contradiction we use a pumping argument. Since L is infinite, it can easily be argued 
that G has a recursive nonterminal (just as in the pumping lemma for context-free 
string grammars, ee also [3]). More precisely, there exist a nonterminal X E c -A 
H, , I&, and H3 such that 
(4) both HI and & have a (unique) nonterminal node, 1 
nodes are terminal, 
(5) H2 has at least one terminal 
a Y 
01 
node, and 
Fig. 5. 
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(6) & has terminal nodes only. 
This means that there exist infinitely many derivations, obtained by starting 
derivation (I), repeating derivation (2) any number of ti es, and ending 
derivation (3). By point (5) all these derivations generate different erminal graphs. 
The main observation is now that in 
applied. In fact, if not, then there wou 
contains two nonterminal nodes, one of which is labelled X Repeating this derivation 
(after derivation (1)) would give sentential forms with an arbitrary number of 
nonterminal nodes, contradicting the fact that G is nonterminal bounded. To finish 
the proof, we distinguish two cases, depending on when the a-labelled node is 
generated. It should be clear that & has no a-labelled node. 
Case I: H1 contains an a-labelled node. Clearly, w en derivation (I) is followed 
by an arbitrary number of derivations (2), arbitrarily many 6’s are generated that 
are connected to a. Hence, X must be connected to a all the time, and (b, a) E C. 
However, since derivation (2) is linear, this means that all b’s nemted by X are 
connected to a. This contradicts sile fzzct that, clearly, X should also generate 
arbitrarily many b’s that are not connected to a. 
C&e 2: & contains an a-labelled node. Consider again derivation ( 
by a number of derivations (2), followed by derivation (3). In the resulting derivation, 
let y be the first b-node generated that has to be connected to a. Clearly, if the 
number of derivations (2) is large enough, y is not generated in derivation (3). Thus, 
after generation of y, X has to be connected to y all the time. But since (6,b) E C 
(see above) and derivation (2) is linear, all b’s generated by X are connected to y. 
This contradicts the fact that y has degree at most 3. 
This concludes the proof. Cl 
These two results how the incomparability of LIN-NCE and NB-NLC. It follows 
easily from the results in [l] that the set of all binary trees cannot be generated by 
a nonterminal bounded NCE grammar,, Consequently NB-NCE is properly included 
in NCE. Together, this s ows the correctness of the inclusion diagr,am in Fig. 6. 
NCE=NLC 
NB-NCE 
NB-NLC 
\ 7”“’ 
Fig. 6. 
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Finally, we consider derivation bounded grammars. A graph grammar G is 
derivation bounded, with bound k, if each graph in L(G) can be generated by a 
derivation of which all sentential forms contain at most k nontermital nodes. 
a nonterminal bounded grammar is derivation bounded (with the same bound). Let 
DB stand for derivation bounded. It is not difficult to see that in t 
NCE = NLC 143 derivation boundedness i  preserved (with a hi 
DB-NCE = DB-NLC. By [ 1] the set of binary trees is not even in 
NB-NCE is properly included in DB-NCE, but we have no proof. 
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